Cairn-nethy Hill Race from Listonshiels

The only checkpoint is the wooden gate/wall corner on East Cairn Hill, but the route has to be followed as marked on the map.

From the start broken Tarmac / hardcore  leads you out & up to the woods. From where a delightful LandRover track  snakes it's way up towards the Borestane. As you reach the saddle keep right  on the track towards a small copse of trees - eventually it cuts through the  wall.  
 
Just before it goes through the wall  turn right up an obvious peaty path and follow this climbing to the top. The  wall stays your friend on the left hand side all the way to the summit of  East Cairn. The true top doesn't have a cairn.  
 
As you finally crest & it levels off  keep following the path (it's a little boggy) over and down a little dip  into the corner between the two tops. You now meet another stone  wall.  
 
That was the easy bit - now for the  interesting route home.  
 
Turn right, keeping close to the wall  (it should be on your LHS) on a vague sheep trod until you reach an obvious  bend in the wall where it kinks left and heads downhill. (Do not follow it  down beyond this)  
 
Continue as if going straight on across  "rough & path less" terrain for approx. 500m heading for two large  boulders with some white on them (if its clear their easy to spot - if misty  keep the faith)  
 
When you get to them you will pick up a  slightly overgrown grassy quad / sheep track which takes you down and onto  Mid Hill where the path improves further (If you do miss the boulders just  head for the saddle between Mid Hill shoulder and where the hill kicks up  you should get back on it then)  
 
Stay on and follow this grassy quad /  path as it winds its way along the ridge until you eventually approach an  overgrown quarry. Start looking on the right now.  
 
The track / path goes down the hill just  before the quarry and goes a little faint (the green strip in the heather  gives it away) follow to some overgrown rushes and a wooden gate in corner  of the field (by now you'll see a stone wall in front of you too & a  fence)  
 
Hop over the gate & follow the stone  wall (keeping it on the left) navigating around Listonshiels to a second  metal gate / over this again following close to the wall / trees to another  metal gate.  
 
You should now have popped out by the  entrance / track into the cottage  
 
Follow the track which takes you back to  the finish.  
